**World**

**Bomb kills eight in Spain**

Spain's ruling socialist party is blaming Basque separatists for a bombing yesterday in which a bus crashed into a crowd and killed eight soldiers and injured 44 people. A body-tipped van exploded in Madrid as a busload of civil guards went by. Crowds reacted angrily to the blast, chanting both anti-government slogans and slogans against the guerrilla group blamed for the blast. (AP)

**Chemical cleanup continues**

Crews are continuing to mop up the mess left by a detailed chemical train in Manchester, Ohio. A tank car loaded with toxic chemicals caught fire, spewing a cloud of poisonous gas. State officials say they're going to keep an eye on the nearly 400 people who were exposed to the fumes. (AP)

**Shuttle grounded until 1988**

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Chief James Fletcher said the agency now realized it cannot meet its initial target date of July 1987 for the next shuttle flight. He said he no longer expects the shuttle to resume flying before the first three months of 1988.

Fletcher also disclosed that NASA engineers are working on a totally new design for the shuttle's solid rocket boosters, which caused a similar crash the last time back to black schools. Some city schools reported some students, are in effect at the schools to prevent unrest. The government had said that students who did not enroll for the rest of the year. (AP)

**Sports**

**All-Star game set for tonight**

Dwight Gooden of the New York Mets will face Roger Clemens of the Boston Red Sox in the 57th Major League All-Star game tonight in Houston. Clemens has 15 wins against two losses, and he leads the American League in strikeouts with 146. Gooden earned his start with a 10-4 record, a .277 earned run average, and 101 strikeouts. (AP)

**South Africans protest restrictions**

Thousands of South Africans blacks are involved in new protests against the nationwide state of emergency. About one fifth of the Johannesburg work force stayed home yesterday, and attendance was only 20% for the first day back to black schools. Some city schools reported noisy classrooms, but others said most students showed up. New security systems, including identity cards for students, are in effect at the schools to prevent unrest. The government had said that students who did not enroll for the new term yesterday would be barred from classes for the rest of the year. (AP)

**Weather**

**Fair weather forecasted**


Wednesday: Partly cloudy with highs of 78-80.

Thursday: Chance of showers with highs in the high 70's to low 80's.

Forecast by the National Weather Service

**classified advertising**

**The next issue of the Tech will be on Tuesday, August 14**

**Weather**

Garbage pile still growing

Garbage piles are beginning to look more like mountains as a strike by city workers in Philadelphia continues. Mayor William Goode is suggesting bringing in private haulers to cart some of the trash away, but he says contact talks have made some progress and he is holding off for now. (AP)

**Local**

**Amirault trial deliberations continue**

The jury in the sexual abuse trial of Gerald Amirault is continuing deliberations in Middlesex Superior Court. Amirault is charged with the rape and indecent assault of a nine-year-old girl. His mother and sister face trial on similar charges at a later date. (AP)
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**Nation**

**Bus and truck collide**

Yesterday's collision between a Trailways bus and a tractor-trailer on an Arkansas interstate highway injured at least 26 people, four of them critically. A state police spokesman said the truck was trying to make a u-turn across a median when it was struck by the bus, which overreacted. (AP)

**United States considers black South African ambassador**

A source in the Reagan administration said Robert Brown, a black man, is being considered to be the new ambassador to South Africa. Earlier this year Brown led a group of teachers to South Africa to help develop a US training program and improve education conditions there. The source says other candidates are being considered. (AP)
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**Weather**

**Fair weather forecasted**

Tuesday: Intermittent clouds and sunshine with a chance of afternoon thunderstorms. Highs 78-82.

Tuesday night: Clear and comfortable. Low 66.

Wednesday: Partly cloudy with highs of 78-80.

Thursday: Chance of showers with highs in the high 70's to low 80's.

Forecast by the National Weather Service
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